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In the May 1974 issue of PMLA, Florence Howe has an

excellent article entitled "Literacy and Literature." That

literacy is a very important aspect of this partnership may

be surmised by the order of the tw5D. nouns in the titl In

examining the overall relationship of literacy and litera ure

in English Departments,- Howe finds the atmosphere in the

usual English Department far from healthy. Wer paper is a

thoughtful assessment of the reasons English Departments are

being charged with irrelevance, elitism, and atrophy. This

charge is leveled not only at intellectual values in English.

Department research but also St curriculum. In particular,

it is the charges against the curriculum which are connected

with students leaving English DeDartmenta in great pumb6rt.

The charges have to da with direction, focus, and standards,

charges which must be laid at"the doorstep of those'in.con-

trol of English Departments.

Howe finds that--t41-0 control of Englilh Departments is
firmly in the hands of a literary elite, with a hierarqhy

that begins at the top with .the university professor of
A

literature and works itself downward to.lesser functionaries.

AF
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There is a dichotomy between the prestigious professor of

literature, with his snobbish claims to status and mystique

Oh the one handy and the other half of the profession, Howe's

po-called literacy teaCher. The literacy teacher, at no

matter what educational institution he functions, belongs

to the proletariat. To quote Howe, "they cannot be elimina-

ted, but they an be overworked and paid badly." Presumably,

they can be identified as teachers of freshman composition

(including graduate assistants), teachers of advanced com-

position and expository writing, teachers of presCriptive

grammar if 'any still exist, teacherS of communications in

community colleges, ancLa great many teachers in elementary.

and secondary school. All of these teachers are English

teachers just as much as the professors of literature.

there is a seemingly irremediable gulf-between the prestirious

teacher of literature at university level who controls the

university English Department, and the second-class citizen

who teaches what Howe calls literacy.

r Howe does not mention the English Department linguist,

although he is a little noted and unsung member of nearly

every English Department. Accreditation demands it. The

Wlish Department linguist would rarely think of himself

as a teacher of literacy; yet his relative status easily

3
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.
identifies him as a member of the proletariat. In the

0-

typical English Department literature is sUpreme; and that

supremacy has its rewards. The other half of the dichotomy--

not all of them linguist's by Any means--gets the scraps.

Such punishment can range from promotions tO parking per-

mits, from salary to sociability, from grant's to grades, and

from policy to politics. In some English Departments it is

not politic to be a linguist; it thwarts advancement.

First of all, the linguist is often pressured to alter

his subject matter with the excuse that' it should be made' .

more relevant, although to quote Howe once more--"literature

is merely, one of several arts, none of particular significihce

except to fill leisure time or, in the words o'an administra-

tor I know, to ekpand"intellectual horizons for personal

'gratification.'" Through.lack of an understandingf what

linguistics is all about, the .linguist is expected to,be the

official keeper of "correct" grammar, the last resort of

"usage," and the sentence diagramming'expett p excellence

on campus. Experience has taught a certain number of us

that it does little if any good to protest that pone of this

is the subject matter of linguistics. It does even

gooc to try to react positively and explain what linguistics

is. Thus, it may turn out that the department linguist is
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pressed to please his uncomprehending superior by becoming

,
the arbitrator of elegant expression and Latinate grammar.

However, if he yields to departmental pressure, he may be

haunted by the vision of Nelson Francis discussing the

relationship of linguistics and language etiqUette. One

also can be haunted by a recent article in Colle English

which, it seems to me, demolishes the case for teaching usage.
.

In the April 194 issue, Mary Vaiana Taylor fO'und that graduate

. studen s teaching'Englibh.compositionnot only could not

1magree ong themselves as to what constituted "good usage"

but also fognd that many of the excised examples occur in the

works of major literary figures.

6
There are often pressures to make the history of the

English language one more in literature by eliminat-

ing all reference to sound. changes, Verner and Grimm, the
N.

great vowel.shift,'case loss and word order,uarid devote

class time exclusivelr to literary,masterpieces. Most will

agree that the highlights of humanistic education include the

.remembrance of truly unforpttable.characters s as the

Wife of Bath and Falstaff. Yet a literary course -in this

period does not preclude the necessity for understanding

the language of this period, or exactly how it differs from

modern English.

r
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Moreover, linguistics has a lively interest in all

nonstandard language manile.:tations, in'literary style, in

the ;internal and external history of the English language,

and in composition.* What the linguist may wish to do, how-

ever, is bring the fruits of recent research and learning

to bear upon his subject matter. He nay not wish to per-

petrate old frauds upon-his students through the teaching

of inept,-discredited,'and old-fashioned subject matter.

The sometimes peculiar attitude of English De'partment

toward their solitary linguist can produce strange-results.

One such result is that of charlatanism.. One English Depart-

ment linguist I know speaks several foreign languages,

makes a good appearance, and can give the impression of

being very learned; but even the most superficial conversa-

tion will expose his complete'-lack of exper ise in linguistics.

Surely it was Snot the intent of' the college to hire a fake;

they simply lacked the information to appropriately evaluate

applicants. The result is that they have a person' from an

Ivy League college with a degree in a field 'entirely unrelated

to lrhguistics. This is, of course, most unfortunate for the

reputation of the college and the student -body.
1

fThe exclusivity of some English Departments, to which

we have referred repeatedly, alsoproduces other unhappy
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results. A friend o-f mine, when he heard that I was going .

to write this paper, submitt%d a list of grievances. His

department had, he charged, isolated him both physically and

psychologically. He admitted that he did get his check,-

but he lacked all communication wigi other members of his-

department. His office was in another building, his mail

was handled in an indifferent manner, and he was invited to

English Department functions only when a, contribution was

needed. Otherwise they tried to forget that he was there.

He hoped that his information would reach beyond the con-

fines of his own profession, he said, to the ears -of more

sympathetic colleagues and open-minded administrators..

When I asked him why he didn't leave, he confesse'd that his

only other expertise was in pumping gas, and he was afraid

that the gasoline shortage would return. He was an attractive

young person with excellent credentials, yet he had learned .

in three years of academe that linguists could not be trusted

to help formulate English Department policy, advise English

Department students, or represent the English Department on.

any University committees. Linguists could sit on depart-

mental committees, he found, especially in the role of

recorder (the grammar would be right), if the committee was

large enough to resoundingly beat back his motions. Exclu-

sion, he complained, extended to decisions regarding what.
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linguistics courses should be .offered, what their content

should be, and even to their prerequisites.

Another linguist, a woman, had a departmental chairman

who' liked to meddle in textbook selecttbn. He urged her to

adopt the traditional graimar text written by an old friend

in what was billed as a course in generative transformational

theory. He passed offfthe protests of my colleague lightly,

ciommenting goodnaturedry that grammar was grammar no matter

whatyou called it. The linguist had the last word this

time, however) for while she adopted the text, she made a

point of telling her class that they would not be on

it. I haven't received word yet as to whether or not she

was granted tenure>)

The enumerations above represent in a general way the

situation of the English Department linguist, .although it is

far from complete. The example;' have to do mostly with work--

ing conditions. Other matters have to do with a realistic

appraisal of expectations for professional advancement.

Since departmental advancement is dependent upon professional

advancement, however, or we assume that it is, the two matters

are inter-related. Sometimes it is mere thoughtlessness, lack

of comprehension, or even personal greed tor limited funds

that may make it immeasurably more difficult for the English

Department linguist to obtain travel funds, departmentally
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approved university :-rants, or research and .typin assistance.,

Yet the already isolated
/7 lini'ulst needs these travel. funds

to keen his contacts with his colleaT,ues in other places and

to learn what is afoot in linsuistics. Since lincuistics is

a turbulent, creative, swiftly-chanc;in field, it is abli;olate-

Th/ ly necessary to keen in touch. A year or two of banishment

throu;*h lack' of travel funds may make the linr;uist so com-

pletely out of date that he can never recuperate hia loss.

1',:oreover, it further isolates him in a department where there

are no other linguists with whom to talk. .Denials of r'rants

make .nrofessional advancement more dficult. Althou,t such

deprivation may not result from malice, but rather from comA-

pete lack of understandinr, of the value of a research 2ro-
.

ject, that is small consolation for the lin7uist. To this

we may add that there is i:eneral incomprehension of scholarly

work done by lim7uists when promotion time comes around. Pub-
.

lications which are not fully comprehended can scarcely

deemed important.

The professional advancement of the English Department

lim7uist is additionally imperiled by the fact that he can

never be anything but a reneraqist. Few linguists -in Enrlish

Departments ever have the opnortunity to teach their specialty,

or perhaps even to develop one. This is not the way to ad-

vance professionally. On the other hand most literary
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scholars can limit their teachin,7 experience to a i.enre,

period, or fi.ure that t(-; of special interest to them.

Typically the En,Tlish Department linguit must cover every

area in which a linguistics course is offered. The matter

of being expected to 'be a.generalist can have its funny side

also. Some of-my literary colleai-ues were genuinely shocked

to learn that I have no expertise in mathematical linguistics

or in -;lossematics. To substitute any other two areas of

linguistiCs.would shock them no less. Li guistics is supposed

to be a very limited area of endeavor, easi acquired in its

entirety by anyone. Another somewhat parallel view is nrob-.
1

ably even mote prevalent. That view is that linguistics con-

sists of a sin:710 course known as English ,philplou. That

1-

and traditional ,rammar are the stock in trade of the linguist.

This is bypio means the end of funny things that

may befall the English DinartMent linguist, but as we indicated

above, most categories either(relate,to his discipline in

the classroom, or to his' professional standing and aspirations.

The title of this papeT.is'"The.English Linguist and the Real

Linguist," and by now yQd. may d'e wondering whatever happened

to thereal linguist. Furthermore, you may have noticed that

I never 'mention the English linguist, but only the English

Department linguist. That has not been an oversight. My

10
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experienCe has led me to note tha linguists in English De-

)

fit

partments do not always dedicate heir professional lives

exclusively to the English language. Often.they also operate

,in areas which are peripheral to English, suchas bilingual-
.

ism and contrastive analysis, or American IndidnS, or black

Americans and their language, or language acquisition, or

,En:flish as a second language. Even more often;.they may

operate in fields which, while they apply to the English

language specifically, nevertheless may have,general theoreti-

cal implications for 41 languages, or else our claims on

universals are out of line. In all such cases, knowledce of

languages other than English and' of other linguistic situa-

tions is far efetable, it seems to me, to a narrow back-

ground based solely on knowledge of the English language.

One cannot. truly Appreciate the English languageuntil o6e

can compare it with other languages.' Besides, licnguistics

in the English:Department often serves, as it does in my case;

not only students in my own department, but those in education,

reading, urban studies, American studies, women's studies,

TESOL, speech journalism, and foreign language.

Now what about the real linguist? Does he exist only

in linguistics, departments? rIs he better trained than his

colleague in the Eng-Nish Department? Are his courses more
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truly lini-uistic, more exclusive, better or;:ani.zed, better

4

attended, and perhaps most important of allbetter as prena-

rati3n for rraduate study in lini-uistics? If the answer to

all ur even one of liese questions is oyes, Lien the

Department serves th4. same nurnose in life that

my charlatan friend with the Ph. D. in somethin.- not lin-uistics

does in his pcst: that of fake! '.:very 1,!n.lish Department

]in.uist should have the sal traininiT, the name speciali-

zations, the same back -round, the same research potential,,

and the same scholarly tinterests#tas some of his counterparts

in-lin7uistics denartments. But this is not the difficult

'art; this on.y regkuires hirin!: a person with the proper

credentials--somethin we assume often occurs., The crisis

occurs after the lin:Jiist is hired. To remain a real

linuist, in an unfriendly or outriftt hostile :Tvlish Depart-
,.

?went, if you are so unfortunate as to find that your lot, is

not nea4-1y.so easy. For that reason, considerable time has

_been spent in enumeratinf: the pitfalls of this situation and

offeririi- the consolation that your problems are not unique.

Or you may not realize why it is that you are still parkin':

in the next 'county after aril those years at that institution.

At any rate, they hanpen to Eni7lish Department linFuists with

far too much frequency. 'We urge Enc7lish Denartments to

12
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to review their treatment of linguists, and where such treat-

ment is found wanting, to ameliorate' the situation.

On the other hand, En_?::lish Department- linguists should

.also examine their stAtus within their-departments and en-

courage fair treatment for both literacy and literature pro-

fessors. Moreover, they. should never,Thever expect special

consideration. They should also look beyond the department

to themselves. They should candidly inquire of their alter

o whether they have lived up to their' professional standards,

whether they have done their professional best for their stu-

dents; and whether they are indeed real linguists in every

SenSe of the word. To have it otherwise is to cheapen the

profession, mislead the-English Department (in spite of their

foibles), and mislead and undereduCate students. The obli-

gation is there--even in the English Department, for if non-

linguists can adequately function as English Department

linguists, then obviously linguistic training is superfluous.

The only difference between the English Department linguist

and the "real" linguist should be the circumstances of his

employment. Those circumstances "can be supportive or he

can be trying. But let us bear in mind a quotation which is

highly applicable here: "Perchance he for whom this bell

tolls may be so ill as that he knows not it tolls for him."

13
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In conclus'ion let !no s'Gat-3 that the real thrut of this

Paper is not the difficulties which the English Department

linguist encoultersthey are legion- -the real thrust is

that in spite of such difficult:1,es; standards should not be

sacrificed.
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